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Silver Certificates

The Mule and the Common Back Plate Number
By Roland S. Carrothers

If one were to single out from all the varieties, major
and minor, of the modern-size Silver Certificates the most
popular, it would probably be the mules. They are the
most widely known and their popularity is clue, chiefly, to
the spotlight which has been turned on them through the
information appearing in various publications. The most
noted of these is The Standard Handbook of Modern
U.S. Paper Money by Leon J. Goodman, Jr., John L.
Schwartz and Chuck O'Donnell. This publication, now
in its second edition, is the most comprehensive com-
pendium of information on the subject of these interest-
ing phenomena, and anyone desiring to learn more about
them would do well to study its pages.

The only mules presently recognized are limited to
those occurring in the one dollar Series 1935 and 1935A;
the five dollar Series 1934, 1934A, 1934B and 1934C;
and the ten dollar Series 1934 and 1934A. From this
point on, reference will be made only to the one dollar
denomination for the purposes of this treatise, as any
reference applying to that category will refer equally to
the other denominations.

The mules of Series 1935 and 1935A are readily dis-
tinguishable by the size of the digits composing the front
and back plate check numbers. The smaller, or "micro,"
size numbers were applied to the fronts and backs of
'Series 1935, while the larger, or "jumbo." size number
were used on Series 1935A. The mules of Series 1935,
of course. have 1935 fronts with micro numbers on
1935A backs with jumbo numbers. The mules of Serie
1935A, on the other hand, have 1935A faces with jumbo
numbers on 1935 backs with micro numbers.

There is also an alternate means of identification. All
plates engraved for use on the backs of Series 1935 note's
have serial numbers ranging from #1 to #929, while aft
back plates intended for use on Series 1935A notes have
serial numbers starting at #930 and ranging upward.
Thus any note having a 1935 face and a back number
930 or higher is a Series 1935 mule and any note having
a Series 1935A face and a back number 929 or lower is a
Series 1935A mule.

Determination is ordinarily made by the former meth-
od, and the alternate method is resorted to only when
the observer has difficulty distinguishing between the
micro and jumbo sizes.

One characteristic which has not heretofore been em-
phasized is the fact that for every jumbo number printed
on the backs of Series 1935 mules, there are regula lr
notes in Series 1935A which have the identical jumbo
number. And, conversely, for every micro number im-
pressed on the backs of Series 1935A mules, there are
identical micro numbers impressed on the backs of the
regular Series 1935 notes. This is clearly represented
by the following two notes, having identical back plate
numbers:

Series 1935-Mule 	 Block Q-A Back plate 933
Series 1935A-Regular Block S-A Back plate 933

Since such combinations occur in the case of every
mule, it is convenient to have a name for the note of the
series for which the back plate number was intended, in
this case, Series 1935A, because the back number is
higher than 929. These notes have been called "jacks"
because of the similarity of their status to that of the
progenitor of the mule in the animal kingdom. The jack
/mule pair in the above example would translate into:

Series 1935-Mule Block Q-A Back plate 933
Series 1935A-Jack Block S-A Back plate 933

Since the above is true, it seems highly improbable that
the presently recognized mules are the only ones that
exist, when the actual printing process during the tenure
of the modern Silver Certificates had remained relatively
stable, although equipment changes had been made from
time to time. So, what about the occurrence of mules
in all the other series? The above correlative truisms, if
expressed in general terms with respect to identical hack
plate numbers appearing on regular notes of one series
and mules of another, cause speculation as to whether or
not mules exist in all the other series where determination
cannot be made by micro and jumbo numbers. It is
believed that common back plate numbers hold the
answer to that question, and the following discussion is
directed to that hypothesis.

At this point another question must be answered. Can
a mule of one series be created by the use of a hack plate
which was previously engraved for, assigned to, or used
to print the backs of the notes in another series, without
any specific change in design? If it can, the problem.
then, seems to be one only of semantics between designed.
engraved, assigned, used or intended. The key to whether
a mule, or mules, have been created, if the number is
common to both series under consideration, must be in
the intention involved. It is submitted here that if a plate
were intended for use on a certain series, the use of that
plate in any other series would certainly satisfy the condi-
tions under which a mule may be created. Prior use
of a plate in a series for which it was not intended would
also constitute a mule, but only if it were later used in the
series for which it was intended.

Research in this field has found that certain back plate
check numbers appear, not only on different blocks in the
same series, but also on like and unlike blocks in two or
even more series. These are the combinations which
constitute the common back plate numbers, which have
become the objective of many collectors.

Back plates 2219 and 2444 were found to have been
used in printing some backs of both Series 1928A and
Series 1928B, forming two pairs as follows:
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Series 1928A - Block F-B - Back plate 2219
Series 1928B 	  Block F-B 	  Back plate 2219

Series 1928A - Block A-B - Back plate 2444
Series 1928B - Block A-B 	  Back plate 2444

It is not known in these two examples whether the
back number was delegated to Series 1928A, 1928B or
some other series; but if, in the first example, we assume
that back #2219 was assigned to, and therefore designed
for Series 1928A, then it follows that any Series 1928B
face printed on that back is, by definition, a Series 1928B
mule. If, in the second example, it is assumed that back
#2444 was assigned to Series 1928B. then the reverse is
true, and any Series 1928A face printed on that back
is a Series 1928A mule. This is true whether the blocks
in both series are the same or not, so long as the back
numbers are alike. and the above examples become:

Series 1928A-Jack Block F-B Back plate 2219
Series 1928B-Mule Block F-B Back plate 2219

Series 1928A-Mule - Block A-B - Back plate 2444
Series 1928B-Jack - Block A-B - Back plate 2444

It was also discovered that back plate check numbers
3310, 3426, 3876, 3893 and 4023 had been used on both
Series 1935A and Series 1935B.

Back plate number 3876 was used on Series 1935A and
Series 1935C.

Back plate numbers 3934 and 4163 were used on Series
1935B and Series 1935C.

Back plate numbers 4620, 4713, 4718 and 4791 were used
on Series 1935C and Series 1935D (Wide back).

Back plate numbers 5748 and 5787 were used on Series
1935D (Narrow back) 18-subject sheet and Series 1935E.

Back plate number 5789 was used on Series 1935D
(Narrow back) 18-subject sheet and Series 1935F.

Back plate numbers 6099, 6138, 6348, 6349, 6385, 6467
and 6590 were used on Series 1935E and Series 1935F.

Back plate numbers 6017, 6041, 6099, 6152 and 6200
were used on Series 1935E and Series 1935G (No motto).

Back plate numbers 6167, 6170, 6407, 6423, 6525, 6541,
6551, 6573, 6628, 6650, 6657, 6705, 6714 and 6717 were
used on Series 1935F and Series 1935G (No motto).

Back plate numbers 6798, 6800, 6808, 6816 and 6818
were used on Series 1935G (With motto) and Series
1935H.

Back plate numbers 311, 312, 324, 328, 331, 338, 345, 346,
353, 356 and 361 were used on Series 1957 and Series
1957A.

Back plate number 381 was used on Series 1957A and
Series 1957B.

Back plate numbers 397 and 406 were used on Series
1957A, Series 1957B and Series 1963-Federal Reserve
Notes.

Back plate numbers 419, 422, 429, 432, 434, 435, 436, 437,
439, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446 and 447 were used on
Series 1957B and Series 1963-Federal Reserve Notes.

It should he noted that all the above common back
plate check numbers, with four exceptions, represent pairs
of notes, one in one series and one in another. Thus by
our definitions, each pair consists of one jack and one
mule. The exceptions, number 3876 Series 1935A/Series

1935B/Series 1935C; number 6099 Series 1935E/Series
1935F/Series 1935G (No motto) ; and numbers 397 and
406 Series 1957A/Series 1957B/Series 1963-FRN, each
represent a triad of notes, one jack and two mules.

If it is assumed, as in our first example, that all the
above listed numbers were intended for use on the earlier
series, all notes of these series would be jacks and all
notes of any subsequent series would be mules. On this
premise, the accompanying Table I is intended to show
the complex correlation between blocks and back plate
check numbers in the three series-1935E, 1935F and
1935GN. This segment of the complete list has been
selected for illustration because of its relative complexity,
the other groups. in most cases, relating to the blocks and
hack numbers of two consecutive series only. The lines
connecting pairs of blocks, one in a series on the right
side of the chart and the other in a series on the left side.
represent the back number common to the two series.

For example: Block I-I in Series 1935E in the right
hand column is connected, by a line representing back
number 6467, to Block *-F at the top of Series 1935F on
the left. This indicates that only one pair of notes with
hack number 6467 has been observed. On the other
hand. if we follow the three lines emanating from Block
F-I in Series 1935E on the right, connecting with Blocks
V-I, W-I and A-J in Series 1935F on the left, there are
three pairs. all having back number 6590. Then, once
more, the two lines connecting Block N-I Series 1935E
to Blocks U-I Series 1935F and B-J Series GN. each
have a different number.

It isn't necessary that the lines be identified by their
respective numbers since all blocks listed in Series 1935F
at the upper left and having any one of the back numbers
common to 1935E1.935F are mules and are proven by
the jacks in Series 1935E on the right. All blocks listed
in Series 1935GN and having any one of the back num-
bers common to 1935E/1935GN listed in the left center
of the chart are mules and are proven by jacks listed in
Series 1935E on the right. All blocks listed in Series
1935GN and having any one of the back numbers com-
mon to 1935F/1935GN at the bottom of the chart are
also mules having their proof in the jacks of Series 1935F
at the lower right.

Table II lists the same information for all series as
that covered in Table I for Series 1935E, 1935F and
I 935GN, but in more simplified form. It indicates that
any note in a series at the extreme left hand column and
having any one of the back numbers arranged in the
center column opposite that series is a mule of that
series. The blocks in the second column from the left.
opposite each series, are the blocks in which mules have
been observed in that series, and the blocks in the second
column from the right, opposite each series, are the
blocks in which jacks have been observed in that series.

It will be noted that Series 1928, 1928C, 1928D and
I 928E are missing from the table. In all probability.
mules of this type do exist in these series, hut, as of
now, too few notes in this area have been observed to
establish their presence.

Only one entry of the mules of Series 1935 and 1935A
has been made and that one has been included to show



MULES
SERIES	 BLOCKS

U-I

V-I

W -I

X-I

Y-I

A-J

1371-J

6099 6138
6348 ( BACK NUMBERS

( COMMON TO
( 1935E/1935F1935F

BACK NUMBERS ) 6017 6152
COMMON TO ) 6041 6200

1935E/1935GN ) 6099

193MN

6167
BACK NUMBERS ) 6170 6541

COMMON TO ) 6407 6551 6650
1935F/1935GN ) 6423 6573 6657

6525 6628 6705
6714
6717

6349
6385 6467

6590
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TABLE I
SILVER CERTIFICATES

COMMON BACK PLATE CHECK NUMBERS
SERIES E, SERIES F & SERIES GN COMPLEX.

TACKS

	

BLOCKS 	 SERIES

* -F

B-H

V-11

Z-H

A-I

C-I 1935E

E-I

F-I

I-I

N-I

R- I

S-I

T-I

W-I 1935F

Y-I

Z-I

A-J

that the jack and mule method of determination applies
to the presently recognized mules of those series as well.

The Federal Reserve Notes, all of which are Series
1963, are included in this treatise because they have been
printed on Silver Certificate Series 1957A and 1957B
backs.

No listing of this type in five and ten dollar Silver
Certificates has been possible due to the complete lack of
common back plate numbers on the limited number of
notes observed.

Acceptance of the theory expounded in this thesis
opens up a whole new horizon to collectors of Silver Cer-
tificates. Mules listed in Table II, many of which are a

part of the author's collection, have been so labelled, as
have been the jacks which joined in their creation. No
attempt has been made here to detract from the impor-
tance of the presently recognized mules, but rather, to
show the possibility of extending the idea to other series.
It is not intended that the mules of the type proposed
shall share major status with the others, but rather to take
a position subordinate thereto. The two types could then
he designed as Major and Minor, Greater and Lesser, or
Primary and Secondary, or some other appropriate
names.

But a great deal of research remains to be done to
expand the list of mules into other blocks in all series
and, most importantly, to determine the range of back
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SILVER CERTIFICATES

COMMON BACK PLATE CHECK NUMBERS

KNOWN MULES AND JACKS

TABLE II

MULES JACKS
SERIES	 BLOCKS COMMON BACK NUMEERS BLOCKS SERIES

1928B A -B F-B 2219 2444 A-B F-B 1928A

1935 933 S-A 1935A

1935B
E-D I -D
J-D

W-C X-C Y-C

Z-C D-D
1935A,3310 3426 3876 3893 4023

3876

1935C

1935DW

Y-D D-E M-E

*-B S-E H-F

I-F H-G

H-D M-D

N-E q-E
R-E

1935B

1935C

3934 4163

-E
4620 4713 4718 4791

r
1935E S-C Y-H 1935DN18574P 5787 II	 -a

5789

*-F *-F B-H V -H
1935F

U-I V-I W-I
X-I Y-I A-J

6099 6138 6348 6349 6385 6467 6590 	
Z-H A-I C-I

E-I F-I I-I
1935E

B71--T
	 6017 6041 6099 6152 6200

J-I N-I

1935GN
*-G 6167 6170 6407 6423 6525 6541 6551

R-I S-I

W-I Y-I 1935F6573 6628 6650 6657 6705 6714 6717
A-I B-J

1935H D-I E-T 6798 6800 6808 6816 6818 *-G D-I 1935GM

1957A
A-A B-A C-A.
D-A E-A *-A

311 312 324 328 331 338 345 346 353 
356 361

V -A W-A X -A
Y -A Z -A A-B 1957

_B-B *-C * -D

R-A D-A E-A F-A
S-A T-A G-A H-A I-A

1957B U-A V-A 391 I-A K-A L-A 1957A
W-A X-A Y-A

-

M-A N-A P-A
*-A *-B Q-A *-A

A-A A-* -
B-A B-* 397 406
C-A C-*
D -A D-*
E-A E-* -- Q-A R-A

1963-FRN
F-A F-*
G-A G- *
H-A H-*

419 422 429 432 434 435 436 437
S-A T-A
U-A V-A
W-A X-A

1957B
439 441 442 443 444 445 446 447

I-A I-* *-B_Y-A
J -A J-*
K-A K -*
L -A L-*
B-B C-B

plate numbers ascribed to the various series. Presently
only this much is know: the range of numbers embracing
all series from 1928 through 1934; the range of numbers
assigned to Series 1935 and the start of Series 1935A:
the end of the wide backs of Series 1935D and the start
of the narrow backs: the end of the backs with no motto

in Series 1935G and the start of the motto; the end of
Series 1935H; the start of Series 1957 and the end of
Series 1957B. Only when we can say that the back num-
bers from here to there were assigned specifically to each
series. as in the sole case of Series 1935, will we be able
to say with authority which is jack and which is mule.

Kansas Obsoletes - - Help Wanted for Wismer Revision
Maurice M. Burgett, 8 N. Oak St., Belleville, III. 62221.

is appealing for help on the Wismer revision of Kansas
obsolete notes, which he is directing. Members possessing

notes they have reason to believe are not yet recorded are
urged to contact Mr. Burgett at once.
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